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Abstract: Crypto, non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and the metaverse have taken a massive place in our
daily conversations and are highly valued. Moreover, NFTs range from luxury fashion to art, and
sound is no exception, although it still needs to be explored. Could this be a unique opportunity to
go digital from creation to distribution? This study looks at sound NFTs and new avenues for digital
audio communication. During the pandemic, podcasts have been exhausted, leaving space for new
digital media business opportunities. We look at how sound has grown, assuming a prominent role
in the new media ecosystem due to podcasts consumption. We explore NFTs and their evolution
in different markets over the years, highlighting the space that sound content has gained on these
platforms as new possibilities for dissemination, promotion, and sale. We use content analysis on
marketplaces that provide sound NFTs to understand what audio content consumers can find and
future opportunities.
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1. Introduction

The pandemic significantly affected the last few years due to significant changes in
communication dynamics in terms of production and consumption. Staying at home, many
consumers turned to more traditional media, such as television [1]. Additionally, consumers
introduced new elements to their media diets, such as podcasts, which “have become a
key part of many lockdown routines with more consumption at home—though there has
also been disruption to the daily commute, traditionally a key time for listening” [1] (p. 27).
Nevertheless, the changes felt were not only about consumption. Production was also affected
since the time spent at home opened new possibilities for anyone to create such content, with
significant growth of new podcasts, following up on a trend already identified in the first year
of the pandemic [2]. However, the year was also marked by challenges that intensified in
business models since in-person events were limited, and a large part of the dissemination
activity was mainly through streaming.

In this context, in which digital platforms have become decisive spaces for consump-
tion and production and dissemination, old questions have come back to the conversation
regarding revenue generation, but above all concern the business model that best can
serve the media. If the impact of digital transformation on the media was felt quickly and
intensely, the pandemic again introduced new doubts regarding the value chain and the
ideal business model.

The shift to digital has quickly become a reality for consumers and our own perception
of what we own is also now, more than ever, virtual [3]. Blockchain also opened a new
avenue for control and ownership of assets from third parties, but also the possibility of
monitoring such transactions [4,5].
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However, in 2021, we also witnessed an expansion of the global non-fungible token
(NFT) market [6]. Due to the demand for digital artwork, but also due to several creators,
namely in the music field, NFTs appear as an opportunity “to find alternate revenue streams
once the COVID-19 pandemic effectively cut off musicians from their primary sources of
income—live shows and merchandise sales” [7].

The interest in cryptocurrencies from the public has indubitably increased during the
pandemic. Concomitantly, this interest in cryptocurrencies and crypto-collectibles also
contradicted the global market interest rates, whilst imposed lockdowns and the shift to
digital lifestyles also encouraged this interest not from the general public, but also from
academic researchers [8].

If indeed NFTs have shown determinant potential in decentralised markets and are
often presented as incredible business opportunities, NFT technologies are still largely
misunderstood and lack a global presence in the market from mainstream consumers [9].
This is also the case for the exploration of NFTs in the creative industries in academic and
scientific literature. According to Wang et al.: “even though much literature on NFTs, from
blogs, wikis, forum posts, codes and other sources, are available to the public, a systematic
study is absent” [9] (p. 3). This is all the more crucial as most literature reviews available
dive into NFTs in general but have yet to focus on creative industries.

Although very present on streaming platforms, the music industry is only starting to
look at this new type of digital asset. Driven by the pandemic, there were many “artists
both well-established and up-and-coming, who realised they could adopt a B2C model,
and sell unique, tokenised versions of their songs, albums, and artwork” [7]. More and
more, it has been seen as a new way for creators to market and sell their content; the truth is
that, in 2021, NFTs assumed a new position concerning new possibilities for consumption
and distribution, also in the sound field [10–14].

The advances were mainly in terms of music and available items on NFT platforms,
such as songs, albums, and audio clips, which can also be used for musical composition.
The question that arises is the importance of NFTs in the more global digital audio commu-
nicative ecosystem. Can these platforms represent a new space to be explored, for example,
by podcasters? Will the still unexplored territories of cryptocurrencies be an opportunity
for creators in the sound field to get paid for their work without going through the major
streaming platforms? Can NFTs represent a paradigm shift in the traditional dynamics of
sound production and distribution?

These are some of the questions that guide us throughout this work, which assumes
an essentially exploratory aspect, as we have done in other works [15]. NFTs are still little
explored in comparison to the overwhelming amount of literature on cryptocurrencies; this
is due to the fact that NFTs are still underdeveloped in many fields where researchers point
out their potential, whilst there is still little data to support clear findings, but also because
NFTs are a part of transdisciplinary fields [8].

Insofar as more than definitive answers, we seek to understand the possibilities of the
universe of audio NFTs and what these can represent in terms of production, distribution
and business. Therefore, to learn how NFTs could redefine the future of digital audio
communication, we start this work with a look at the importance that sound has gained,
especially in recent years, in the media ecosystem. We then look at the emergence of NFTs
and their growth in the most varied activities of the creative industries. Finally, we focus
our attention on the intersection between digital audio communication and NFTs, thus
opening the way to the empirical dimension of the work. On the one hand, this involves
identifying the NFT platforms dedicated to audio and, on the other hand, the type of audio
content that we find on generalist platforms.

The data collected through the analysis will allow us to understand whether NFTs can
effectively represent a paradigm shift in the way the sound universe will work in the future.
Secondly, we aim to identify paths that can be explored by the media and producers, who
can now market their work on the blockchain through NFT marketplaces, thus controlling
the value of the products and democratising access to them.
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2. Literature Review

Firstly, our literature review will look at digital audio communication as a field,
highlighting that digital audio consumption has been growing in recent years [1,2,16,17].
In order to understand this growth, it is necessary to think about changes in consumption
habits and the set of trends that have placed voice and audio as central elements in the
relationship and interaction with technological devices [18]. In this first moment of the
literature review, we highlight the importance of podcasts in the growth of digital audio
communication while reflecting on a possible paradigm shift in terms of business models
that can best serve the sound ecosystem.

In order to start this research by comprehending the different definitions of NFTs [14],
we will approach some of the most used definitions in the current literature, establishing
the basis for this particular study and grasping not only what NFTs are but why and how
creative industries explore them [8,9]. After that first approach, we will look at the evolution
of NFTs from first creation to historic selling and the evolution of crypto-collectibles in the
creative industries. Lastly, we will join these fields together, as the scope of our study is to
observe the NFTs’ possible implications for digital audio communication.

2.1. An Audio-Driven Revolution in the Digital Communication Ecosystem

For several years, the image was the main protagonist of the communicative ecosystem.
The visual dimension was gaining importance, even before the expansion of the Internet,
to become, through its potentialities, dominant over the other modes of communication.
We also verified that “inside the Internet, we find a rhetoric that is scathingly based on
visual culture, a culture that is founded on simplicity, speed and emotions where ‘seeing is
enough to be’ and where repeat is inform (Ramonet 1999)” [19] (p. 36).

However, suppose the media ecosystem was built, for several years, around rhetoric
dominated by the visual component. In that case, we cannot ignore the changes that have
been verified in recent years, namely the growth of the importance of audio.

Although we still live in a society dominated by screens, we also see fatigue [18],
which turned out to be one of the reasons why audio and voice gained renewed importance.
Nevertheless, this is just one reason that helps explain the paradigm shift that we have seen
in the communicative ecosystem. After all, consumption habits themselves have explained
the importance that sound and voice have gained. The consumption and production of
podcasts, the growth of smart speakers, the development of voice-controlled wearable
technology, and the increase of voice-automated searches are just some of the trends in
recent years that have shown how voice and audio have become central in the commu-
nication environment [1,2,16–18,20,21]. In this context, “the exponential multiplication
of interconnected audio devices with tens of thousands of devices of all kinds, Artificial
Intelligence and the maturation of a multiplicity of technologies associated with voice and
sound have produced the phenomenon called Voice First” [18] (pp. 4–5).

Suppose it is true that several factors contributed to voice and audio becoming pro-
tagonists in the media ecosystem. In such a case, some contributed more significantly to
this paradigm shift. One of the main factors responsible for the importance that audio has
gained is podcasts, with some authors speaking of a ‘Golden Age’ of podcasting [22], while
others refer to an “Audio Media Revolution” [23].

Whichever expression we use, the objective is the same, to highlight how podcasts
became popular and contributed decisively to the growth of sound streaming platforms,
placing sound as one of the main communicative trends in recent years [24]. However, it is
also important to remember that the growth in importance of podcasts was gradual, that
is, it was mainly from 2014 “with Apple’s inclusion of a built-in podcasting app on every
iPhone” [23] (p. 1). Later that year, with the launch of the podcast ‘Serial’ (This American
Life, 2014–2018), we witnessed a proper consolidation of this “(...) creative medium distinct
from radio, with its own unique modes of not just dissemination but also production,
listening, and engagement” [23] (p. 2).
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In this period, which some authors call the ‘Second Age of Podcasting’ [25], we see not
only a growth in the consumption of podcasts but also in the production itself [1,2,16,17,20].
In addition, we see a greater interest in companies and brands [2,8] without forgetting the
scientific research on sound content itself, which has multiplied [21,26].

In addition to the aforementioned reports, and the more comprehensive works on the
revolution introduced by podcasts in the media ecosystem [21,23,27], we found that many
studies began to analyse podcasts as a radio remediation strategy [28–34]; the opportunities
that podcasts have brought to journalism [35–38]; podcast consumption trends by different
audiences [24,39–45]; the influence of the pandemic on the production and consumption of
podcasts [46–49]; the use of podcasts in different areas of expertise [50–54]; and the new
possibilities of immersion introduced by technology through podcasts [55,56].

Our objective in this study is not to make a systematic review of studies carried
out on podcasts. We highlight only a few examples from different perspectives in the
Portuguese, Brazilian, and Spanish contexts, thus demonstrating that much of the growth
of the importance of the sound ecosystem is due to podcasts.

However, we can verify that few works address the issue of audio business models
in general and podcasts in particular. Perhaps the main reason is that podcasts have
consolidated themselves as a DYI medium, both in terms of production and communication
and dissemination [24,26].

Thus, suppose that “the podcast is one of the media sectors most conducive to en-
trepreneurship and individual initiative” [28] (p. 5). We must also consider that with its
growth and the entry on the scene of new actors, namely the large distribution platforms,
new challenges arose. Platformization emerges as one of the biggest since “the tendency
for media to be located on platforms that media makers do not control has had profound
effects on the business” [57] (p. 1689). If democratisation in production and consumption
has always been a distinctive element of podcasts, the use of platforms raises new questions
regarding the nature of podcasts themselves. Since “even though podcasting is built upon
the open architecture of RSS, commercial pressures and the desire of market players to
capitalize on the “winner-take-all” features of platforms are shaping the trajectory of the
medium’s current development” [58] (p. 1). In this context, issues related to authorship
and monetisation gain relevance in a discussion “between the free essence that has always
characterised the medium and the necessary subjection to metrics, models and other con-
straints dictated by advertisers” [28] (p. 6). Thus, in this direct distribution and digitisation
context, platforms such as Patreon or Twitch have been used as facilitators for creators to
engage directly with their audience and grow their visibility online [11]. From artists to
podcasters, these platforms are now widely used as a complementary source of income
and communication.

It is precisely in this context that we present this paper. We aim to highlight the
importance of podcasts and the expected growth for this medium in the coming years [59].
Moreover, we expect to showcase a set of other trends in terms of digital audio communi-
cation [8] and the need to think about monetisation and the best strategies to give power
back to content creators. Therefore, we consider it necessary to reflect on the potential of
NFTs to offer producers a new medium to present and market their work on the blockchain
through NFT marketplaces, thus allowing creators to control the supply chain and rights
associated with their work.

Arenal et al. highlight that “previous research has mainly focused on the examination of
the business models of streaming services from the point of view of the innovation players
(digital platforms) and/or the traditional dominant intermediaries (record labels and publish-
ers). However, not all innovation-driven transformations are sustainable” [60] (p. 1). Through
qualitative research, the authors “(...) conclude that DMSPs foster an asymmetric value
chain in which the creative players barely capture value while technology-based innovations
increase the capability of DMSPs to generate and capture value” [60] (pp. 1–2).
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This is precisely the dimension that this paper explores in the possible avenues that
can be considered for audio content creation and distribution in terms of business models,
transactions, and ownership.

2.2. NFTs: An Introduction

As the concept of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) continues to grow, it seems essential
to define a simple concept. Therefore, we will line up some of the most used definitions.
Per Shahriar and Hayawi: “NFTs are cryptographic tokens that were initially built on
the Ethereum blockchain but more recently adapted by other blockchains [...] NFTs are
different from fungible tokens like Bitcoins, where each token is similar in value to the
other ones and can easily be swapped. The non-fungible aspect of NFTs ensures that each
token is unique and consequently provides the holder with ownership rights over a digital
asset” [61] (p. 2).

This definition encompasses the dimensions of value and exchange, which are very
important in the definition of NFTs, although often overlooked. The value that the token
encompasses depends on several factors such as its ownership, more than the artefact
itself, as explained by Shilina: “A token as a unit of account is a record in a distributed
blockchain and is controlled by a computer algorithm of a smart contract, in which the
values of the balances on the accounts of token holders are recorded, making it possible to
transfer them from one wallet to another. Non-fungible tokens were originally created as
special token standards to support the use of blockchain in computer games, which include
the Ethereum ERC-721 standard (which is representing non-fungible digital assets) and the
more recent ERC-1155 standard (which offers ‘semi-fungibility’)” [62,63]. What appears
to be also harder to grasp for a majority of consumers is the difference between NFTs and
cryptocurrencies. According to Wang: “Bitcoin is a standard coin in which all the coins are
equivalent and indistinguishable. In contrast, NFT is unique which cannot be exchanged
like-for-like (equivalently, non-fungible), making it suitable for identifying something or
someone in a unique way. To be specific, by using NFTs on smart contracts (in Ethereum), a
creator can easily prove the existence and ownership of digital assets in the form of videos,
images, arts, event tickets, etc.” [9] (p. 2).

Moreover, crypto-collectibles are relevant because of the unique value they are sub-
jected to, according to Chevet: “like art pieces stored on a blockchain, any form of data,
(image, text, sound), that is uniquely identified by a blockchain. Unlike cryptocurrencies
which are fungible, meaning that any Bitcoin is equivalent in value to any other Bitcoin,
just like a dollar is equivalent to any other dollar, non-fungible assets are unique and
differentiated from one another” [64] (p. 5). The amount of information and traceability
and interoperability allowed in such transactions is also what makes NFTs a soon-to-be
preferred option for IP protection [9]. However, the authors also note that: “NFTs represent
little more than code, but the codes to a buyer have ascribed value when considering its
comparative scarcity as a digital object” [9] (p. 2).

Furthermore, NFTs allow acquirers to prove they own a unique item and that they are
the sole possessor of such an item [14], which is quite relevant in the creative industries.

However, NFTs also have a gaming dimension. Like movie or gaming figurine col-
lectors, they have become a digital phenomenon for those who have already adopted
lifestyles based on passions such as anime, comic books, or video games, becoming more
and more open to the creative arts. According to Jiménez: “Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
are digital assets that represent objects like art, collectibles, and in-game items. They are
traded online, often with cryptocurrency, and are generally encoded within smart contracts
on a blockchain” [65] (p. 3).

To this definition, the author also adds the physical dimensions of such tokens: “A
non-fungible token (NFT) is a type of cryptographic token on a blockchain that represents a
unique asset. These can either be entirely digital assets or tokenised versions of real-world
assets. As NFTs are not interchangeable with each other, they may function as proof of
authenticity and ownership within the digital realm” [65] (p. 4).
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This last aspect of the nature of NFTs has been exploited, especially in the fashion
industry, namely through RTFKT’s footwear drops and, perhaps most famously, the Cyber-
sneaker [66]. Therefore, in this study, we understand NFTs’ most straightforward nature:
unique digital assets that can be acquired, collected, and traded. With the emergence
of NFTs in the past few years, especially following the digital revolution experienced
during the pandemic, we will now look into this phenomenon through creative and
communicative perspectives.

Rauman defines NFTs as a “nascent technology that operates as digital assets repre-
senting both tangible and intangible items of value” [12] (p. 10). It is important to note that,
although the terms are used interchangeably, fungible assets, such as bitcoin or dollars, are
very different from non-fungible assets. Bradley poses that “Fungible assets are divisible,
which means they can be broken down into smaller fractions of units sharing the same
properties. These fungible assets are indistinguishable from each other, which is important
for their use as a payment mechanism. Non-fungible assets are indivisible and unique,
meaning that the asset cannot be split up to represent a fraction of the whole, and each
asset is different from another, with a distinct code underlying each asset” [12] (p. 10).

NFTs can also allow creators to grow in different markets and engage directly with
consumers, followers, and fans, but also to trace ownership and revenue through tracking
royalties. Per Folgieri et al., these contracts can also allow for a concise yet approachable
way to look at the problem of ownership of content creators: “also known as digital
contracts or, according to the Ethereum naming convention, smart contracts, are blockchain-
based digital signatures used to authenticate digital assets. The simplest approach consists
in transferring the ownership of the composition via NFT and keeping the royalties as the
author” [11] (p. 63).

There is also the question of the dematerialisation of property and intellectual claims
through NFTs. For Sestino et al., this is why NFTs are neither products nor services but
something else in the middle. According to the authors: “Unlike services, however, NFTs
do not require the owner’s direct participation, a large skilled workforce, or even a specific
physical location to be consumed. Unlike products, one cannot easily flaunt NFTs in the
same way as a sports car or jewellery, especially outside of virtual environments” [14] (p. 5).
This is all the more relevant since the creator’s economy referenced earlier is also interested
in the possible interactions and traceability of NFTs. Moreover, for many creators, going all
digital is already a reality.

2.3. The Emergence of NFTs

The first known NFT, Kevin McCoy’s ‘Quantum’ created in 2014, was sold seven years
later in 2021 for USD 1.4 million at a Sotheby’s auction, showing the world that NFTs were
officially acknowledged by ‘traditional’ art auctions around the world. Although McCoy’s
NFT is often referred to as the first one, another happening a year prior is also recognised as
a maker of the history of NFTs. The coloured coins, appearing in 2012, marked a transition
in how data was carried through bitcoins, as per Crypto Dukedom: “The functioning of
coloured coins was not very different from non-fungible tokens as we know them: their
purpose is to represent a multitude of resources within metadata. The main reason why
coloured coins were invented is to open the door to developing new features in Bitcoin.
The ability to create tokens linked to things in the real world and for these to be supported
by a blockchain network presented a unique opportunity” [67] (p. 15).

Cryptokitties is another historical and relevant element to mention when speaking
about the emergence of crypto-collectibles: “A collection of artistic images representing
virtual cats that are used in a game on Ethereum that allows players to purchase, col-
lect, breed, and sell them on Ethereum. In December 2017, CryptoKitties congested the
Ethereum network. By many considered a chief example of the irrationality driving the
cryptocurrency market in 2017, CryptoKitties remained the only popular example of NFTs
for almost 2 years” [68] (p. 1).
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Since these first steps, NFTs have become very desirable, especially in the last few
years, with recent sales, such as Christie’s March 2021 auction, where ‘Beeple’, the higher
priced transaction of the kind, totalled USD 69 million [68–71]. Moreover, according to
Charter and Davis: “Blockchain has also leapt forward with respected organisations such
as Sotheby’s acknowledging that NFT marketplaces are here to stay. Two years ago, these
marketplaces were viewed as niche, but they have seen huge transaction growth in the
last year: for example, between October 2020 and March 2021, transaction volume on the
OpenSea NFT marketplace (the largest) has grown over 100 times” [72] (p. 17).

The year 2020 saw an emergence of NFTs’ distribution and offerings, with the market
growing exponentially to attain “10 million US dollars in March 2021, thus becoming
150 times larger than it was 8 months earlier” [68] (p. 2).

The concept of NFTs’ relevance has been hard to grasp and continues to baffle many
others about the actual emotional value of owning a non-fungible token that is entirely
digital [73]. According to Crypto Dukedom, NFTs stand in this often-paradoxical limbo
that can be explained by the value each subject attributes to something, not the object itself:
“Therefore, the value is not something intrinsic to the product. It is not one of its properties,
but simply the importance that we attribute to the satisfaction of our needs in relation to
our life and our well-being” [67] (p. 22).

However, there is still a lot to unpack for many about the potential of NFTs for the
creative industries, especially within the technicalities of the NFTs themselves, as observed
by Patrickson: “NFTs can be bought and sold at any stage before, during or after a creative
process. Ownership can also be divided into more liquid micro-shares to make expensive
works and collective sponsorship options more accessible. This sort of asset is a complicated
notion, nevertheless, because NFT registration does not include the right to own proprietary
visual elements, and the image can still generally be copied. The key point for collectors is
that only registered owners have the right to trade that file” [74] (p. 587).

In this sense, the market is highly determinant in the emergence of NFTs because the
main target is the early adopters of this new craze, tech-savvy GenZ and GenY males [75].
An insight report by the Business of Fashion states that 65% of US GenX and GenY con-
sumers value digital ownership as important [76].

Moreover, the market that has perhaps most explored NFTs is gaming [68], with a
high dissemination of crypto-collectibles among online gaming platforms [77]. However,
in the past two years, the creative industries have taken a double look at NFTs, taking
them more seriously as a business opportunity. Creators regard NFTs as a possible way to
mark and track their work, and how they earn revenue can also be organised and more
transparent [12] and creates a more direct-to-consumer approach than ever.

2.4. Markets Explored with NFTs in the Creative Industries

As pointed out by many studies, technologies and the digital paradigm our societies
face have taken many forms. Creative industries have adopted many digital trends and
new avenues to disseminate, communicate, and create. Technologies have been used in
many situations to revamp media or adapt to consumers’ needs, such as podcasts or digital
garments for fashion [50,75]. Nevertheless, one of the main game-changing aspects of
embedding technologies into creative industries is for the creators themselves, who do
not necessarily need intermediaries to reach their customers [62]. This is a noticeable
opportunity with the emergence of industry 4.0 and the pandemic years [72].

According to Rauman: “Any individual who creates content to be consumed is a player
in the creator economy. YouTubers, graphic designers, Instagram or TikTok influencers who
monetise through paid posts, chefs who share their work virtually to subscribers, advertisers,
travel bloggers who visit and review specific hotels for a fee, individuals who sell art on online
marketplaces, and musical artists are all examples of content creators” [12] (p. 3).

This is also the case for any content creator, as other artists have widely explored NFTs,
whether familiar with the technology or not. For smaller-scale creators, this also means
increasing their revenues by cutting the shareholders to a minimum [8]. Furthermore, for
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content creators, this model also represents a new drive for the ecosystem of creators and
the community based on this economic system, where creators and consumers can interact
but also act as both parties [12]. This paradigm shift is also evident in transactions, where
third parties such as alternative digital banking and payment solutions such as PayPal are
no longer needed [12]. NFTs have quickly become an all-stop solution, at least conceptually,
to shift the intellectual property paradigm of creatives. According to Sestino et al. “the
momentum is driven mainly by three factors: the opportunity for creators to exercise and
transmit the rights associated with such items; the possibility for users to boast about
owning such objects; and the facilitation of marketing and advertising strategies that can
leverage such items’ uniqueness” [14] (p. 13).

Crypto-collectables, like non-digital assets explored in traditional creative industries,
are most predominantly organised and proposed in collections of items [68], which is also
the case in fashion. Therefore, the match made between NFTs and fashion is not farfetched.
From NFTs to D2A (Direct-to-Avatar) business models and digital clothing for unique
social media content, fashion can be considered one of the early adopters of these new
digital trends.

For fashion, surfing on the NFT trend has come through the gaming industry [75],
with partnerships between gaming companies and fashion brands, such as Roblox and
Vans, or more famously, Fortnite and Balenciaga [76]. Moreover, sportswear giants such as
Adidas or Nike have also understood the value of going all-in with NFTs; an example is
Nike’s recent acquisition of crypto and digital content creator studio RTFKT [78].

With approximately 70% of US GenZ and GenX consumers declaring their digital
identity as necessary [76], the fashion industry has quickly adapted to this new medium,
tackling more than just gamers and the tech-savvy youth [62], but also luxury consumers,
with brands such as Prada or Louis Vuitton [79,80]. However, the future of fashion NFTs
is still unsure, as target markets are somehow incompatible; from one side, there is a
women-driven market, and on the other, there is a more man-oriented, early adopter type
market [81]. Moreover, the issues with intellectual property and risks of NFTs are often
used by sceptics [82–84].

Nevertheless, crypto-collectibles are now deemed attractive by individual creative
artists, as per Charter and Davis: “Artists and creators recognising that digital art and
goods are a viable revenue stream (e.g., digital premieres, avatars and digital fashion,
unique goods on NFT marketplaces etc.)” [72] (p. 7). This is explained by the fact that
common distribution channels for artists are scarce and highly dependent on the interest
of the masses. According to Wang et al.: “NFTs transform their work into digital formats
with integrated identities. Artists do not have to transfer ownership and contents to agents.
This provides them impetus with lots of profits” [9] (p. 12).

Nevertheless, if many creative industries have already dabbled into NFTs and music
is no stranger to the craze, little has been explored in scientific research around the theme
of audio NFTs [62]. Therefore, it seems valid to look at the diverse ways in which audio
content can be distributed through NFTs to add more opportunities for digital audio com-
munication. The pandemic has also accelerated the process of a more direct-to-consumer
approach from creators. According to Bradley: “with the absence of live events, artists
have increasingly turned to sources that allow fans to pay for exclusive content. Through
the use of NFTs, blockchain technology could provide a novel solution to this problem—a
solution that will last much longer than the departure of live music” [12] (p. 6).

Thus, it is fair to say that NFTs already appear to be an appealing solution for creators
in this approach to new markets and new approaches to digitised business models and
direct distribution. It is, therefore, envisioned that audio content, such as podcasts, music,
and audio streaming, could also follow in this direction.

2.5. NFT and Digital Audio Communication: A Path to Be Traced Together?

In 2019, Deloitte predicted that “the global audiobook market will grow by 25 per
cent to US$3.5 billion. And audiobooks aren’t the only audio format gaining in popularity.
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Also predicting that the global podcasting market will increase by 30 per cent to reach
US$1.1 billion in 2020, surpassing the US$1 billion mark for the first time” [48] (p. 106).

The digital audio ecosystem has been growing considerably. The consultant believes
“audiobooks and podcasts are outgrowing their ‘niche’ status to emerge as substantive
markets in their own right” [59] (p. 107).

Suppose it is true that “the expected growth in audiobooks and podcasts is part of
a larger trend of better-than-you-might- think growth in audio overall” [59] (p. 108). In
that case, we cannot forget that it has never been so important as it is today to discuss
the business models that best apply to sound. In this context, the consultant understands
that, although “podcasts could be a US$3.3 billion-plus business by 2025” [59] (p. 109), it is
essential to start thinking about new ways of monetising sound content.

If we take the case of podcasts as an example, although the medium has been around
for some time, it was only since 2014, and due primarily to the success of “Serial”, that
this content began to reach more audiences and attract more audience sponsors. Let us
think of another type of audio content. The situation is not very different insofar as, despite
being increasingly consumed, this increase does not typically translate into income for its
producers. The reason is simple, as in the case of podcasts, much of this content is available
for free. Suppose the production of audio content has been considerably simplified over
time, and today it is straightforward for anyone to produce the most varied types of
content. In that case, the truth is that this DIY logic also constitutes a challenge in terms of
monetisation. “So long as people can listen to thousands of hours of high-quality podcasts
essentially for free, profit-motivated podcasters will have a hard time getting listeners to
actually pay for content” [59] (p. 110).

Therefore, the question is how to monetise the produced content efficiently. How-
ever, many variables are associated with this issue, such as copying or sharing without
permission. While the “Internet has granted all of us access to limitless content”, the truth
is that “all types of digital media can be easily shared and replicated, with or without the
permission of content creators”. Thus, “this digital abundance of data and the way it was
distributed over the internet, it was always an issue for content creators, as their work
could be copied and shared without approval and remuneration” [85] (p. 27).

In this context, we understand it is necessary to explore the potential introduced by
NFTs in areas such as art or games, as we did in the previous point, to think about their
application in the area of digital audio. In the case of music, there is still much to explore.
However, the first steps have already been taken, with artists such as 3LAU, Grimes, and
Deadmau5 defying music distribution and merchandising by approaching the public in a
new way. Blockchain technology has clearly imposed itself as a relevant opportunity for
the music industry, as well as other creative industries [12].

Among the many benefits that the adoption of NFTs can generate, we can highlight,
on the one hand, the ease of “the exchange of music rights and creating a public record of
ownership that can be used to resolve overlapping royalty claims” and, on the other hand,
the possibilities of “opening the music rights market to the general public”, allowing “fans
to invest in their copyrights directly”, without forgetting the “new ways to monetize music”,
since “most NFTs marketplaces automatically pay out royalties to the creators whenever
the NFTs are bought and sold” [86]. Furthermore, Rauman poses that “Blockchain’s core
technology, which enables smart contracts and non-fungible tokens (NFTs), could be used
to restructure and decentralise the music industry to be in alignment with the best interests
of artists—the individuals responsible for driving the success of this industry” [12] (p. 1).

Despite this potential, we are aware that there are still several significant challenges
concerning non-fungible tokens, especially because “NFTs are new, there is limited infor-
mation on how existing laws and regulations apply to NFTs” [87] (p. 4). However, we
cannot forget that “for the first time, content on the internet in the form of an NFT can be
definitively owned by a specific person independent of a centralized intermediary, and
this is unlocking exciting opportunities for digital commerce and engagement” [87] (p. 4).
Nevertheless, the market is ultimately the decisive agent in innovative business models,
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which will be the case for audio NFTs as well. According to Lee: “Critics might respond
that NFTs are different from other consumer items because they are virtual abstractions of
something else. That is true to some extent, but we have no shortage of financial contracts
and instruments that are abstractions of something else. A stock is an abstract ownership
interest in a company” [88] (p. 53).

Thus, if “the music industry alone seems to be presenting the most illuminating lit-
mus test for how blockchain technology could facilitate co-creation and co-ownership of
intellectual property” [7], can we think of new opportunities for the entire digital audio
ecosystem? It is precisely this path that we try to explore in this study. The evolution from
Web2 to Web3 has allowed for many solutions for the music industry [10]. This new model
allows creators to be at the core of their craft and decide of their own distribution. Moreover,
according to Behal: “In Web2, profits and stock prices influenced most companies more than
helping small creators who were publishing content. In other words, by creating a platform
for artists to publish their music, Web2 companies could profit massively and not pay artists
as much as they should have” [10] (pp. 2–3). This also implies that the whole industry
could potentially shift with more direct access to content with niche artists and creators. Per
Behal: “if there was a Web3 music streaming platform, they could create a free-to-mint NFT
that users could receive by listening to music from artists with less than 10,000 followers or
artists with less than 1,000,000 total music streams. This way, artists would be able to receive
more listens in a period of time, potentially have more people follow them and join their
community, and receive more money due to this event” [10] (p. 4).

As Shara Senderoff, Partner and President at music/tech investment firm Raised in
Space, highlights: “Long term, NFTs and the idea of digital collectibles are very much here
to stay. They represent an incredibly promising and important new revenue stream, for
artists and for the music industry as a whole ( . . . ) We’re very much in the infancy of what
digital collectibles and the tech that allows them to exist will become” [89] (p. 31).

So, if the expansion of NFTs is merely beginning and the sound ecosystem continues
to grow, is this not the right moment to explore a new path altogether?

3. Methodology

In this research, we opted for a mixed-methods approach as it provides a deeper un-
derstanding of the platforms providing sound distribution as NFTs, using a comprehensive
qualitative approach to digital audio communication and the evolution of the NFTs.

3.1. Context of the Approach

From early context to democratisation over the pandemic, we continue to approach the
creative markets and industries that have dabbled into NFTs to adapt to the times, leading
to the final point of the literature review on possible avenues in NFTs for sound design and
digital audio communication. Secondly, we elaborate on the general public’s interest in
audio NFTs since the beginning of the pandemic, using Google Trends to quantitatively
track worldwide searches on key terms over the past two years.

The analysis exploring the Google Trends platform to indicate users’ interest in NFTs
and audio was crucial to define tendencies and interest peaks of the general public. The
general curiosity and interest that these keywords have generated in the last years reveal
how consumers react and search for this information. It is also noted that these interests are
related to technologies and transactions, such as NFTs, but specifically applied to sound,
audio, and music.

Furthermore, Google Trends can be overlooked, but it provides essential data on
internet users’ mentalities. The platform can treat and present the data of the billions of
online queries conducted internationally every second of the day. The data also allows
for nodes and clusters of search to be more precise and contextualise interest peaks by
countries, regions, and specific times. This is especially relevant considering these queries
vary highly with time and can be triggered by significant news and events. The “related
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searches” section also allows for context when some of the data presented stand confusing
or lack further justification.

Google Trends was specifically preferred as a general overview of internet users, not
specifically consumers of NFTs, to gauge the public’s general interest in NFTs and audio.
Other browsers in consideration, such as Brave, which has been growing exponentially
over the last few years [90], were not used, as they are very specific and not as generally
used as Google. Moreover, Brave does not provide a tool similar to Trends, and other tools
are more specific to business ownership and market analysis or focus on specific continents,
not the general public’s interests on a worldwide scale.

Then, through a quantitative approach, we observe the recent interest of the public
in audio NFTs and conduct a content analysis where data obtained in multiple NFT mar-
ketplaces will be analysed and discussed. Content analysis is defined as “the systematic,
objective, quantitative analysis of message characteristics ( . . . ). Its applications can in-
clude the careful examination of face-to-face human interactions; the analysis of character
portrayals in media venues ranging from novels to online videos; the computer-driven
analysis of word usage in news media and political speeches, advertising, and blogs; the
examination of interactive content such as video gaming and social media exchanges; and
so much more” [91] (p. 19). In this study, we precisely apply this definition to assess the
offerings of NFT platforms and their possible offerings and focus on audio content.

3.2. Criteria Used for the Content Analysis

The content analysis must be considered unobtrusive and objective [92]; hence, its
use here must be seen as preferable for an objective outsider’s perspective on the audio
NFT offerings. As we previously did in the literature review, we started to research global
marketplaces that do not specify their offerings, taking indications from several articles
ranking the most used NFT marketplaces (See Table 1). From that first selection, we
encountered 117 platforms fitting that description, but only selected 34, as few of them
were recommended in more than one article. Only those which were cited or referenced
by at least 3 or more news articles or reports were selected (Table 1). We then extended
our research to NFT marketplaces that offer audio content, and those which are specific to
audio distribution [50,62,69].

Table 1. Content analysis’ selection criteria.

Selection Phase Description Count

First selection All NFT marketplaces found 117

Second selection NFT marketplaces recommended in at least 3 different
news articles or reports 34

Final selection 1 NFT marketplaces that provide audio content 12

Final selection 2 NFT marketplaces primarily focusing on audio content 8

Total Adding both categories of final selection 20

It is important to note that the data collection was conducted during the months of
December 2021 to March 2022; hence, new platforms that were launched since then were
not considered in the selection, such as Reddit’s new NFT marketplace [93]. However, as of
the moment, this research is concluding, and Golden’s query tool accounts for 269 active
NFT marketplaces in all categories over the world [94].

Using these first indicators to select the platforms to observe, we then grouped these
results into a table to summarise the current NFT offerings, with indications on provenience,
type of offering, and distribution specification. With this final analysis, we aim at mapping
the current offerings for audio NFTs and draw conclusions on the possible evolution of
such platforms for more diverse audio content.
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3.3. Procedure of Data Analysis

The first approach of the data collection and analysis regarded a more general approach
to the public’s recent engagement with NFTs and, specifically, audio content distributed on
NFT marketplaces. We, therefore, started our search for the terms displayed in the next
section of this paper. After considering several different approaches and tools (as explained
in Section 3.1), we focused on Google Trends to explore patterns on countries, keywords,
and dates. From this first general overview, we then started the content analysis from
the conceptual stage to relational analysis [91] and proceeded to analyse the 20 platforms
presented in the next section.

4. Results and Discussion

Starting our analysis on interest and consumer awareness of NFTs for audio distribu-
tion, we decided to start our research using Google Trends to explore some of the queries
most used worldwide, from the beginning of 2020 until the present time of this study.

We used three different terms, “NFT Audio” (Figure 1), “NFT Music” (Figure 2), and
“NFT Sound” (Figure 3), to explore the timeline evolution of those searches, presented in
the following figures.
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To better understand the data presented in the following figures, we propose a table
to summarise Google Trends’ metrics and values (Table 2). According to the Google trends
website: “numbers represent search interest relative to the highest point on the chart for
the given region and time. A value of 100 is the peak popularity for the term. A value of
50 means that the term is half as popular. A score of 0 means that there was not enough
data for this term” [95].

Table 2. Metrics and values used in Google Trends.

Value (0–100) Meaning (a Normalised Measure of Search Volume)

0 Not enough data available for the term at this time/in the country

50 Term is half searched for in that country/date, compared to other countries/dates

100 Highest score: Time/country when and where the term is most searched for

The graphic presented in Figure 1 shows the evolution of the search, worldwide, for
the term “NFT Audio” from January 2020 to January 2022. Interestingly, the first significant
peak of interest is in late March and April of 2021. This first peak could be due to an increase
in interest from music artists in NFTs, such as Grimes’ collection sold in late February 2021
on Nifty Gateway [96]. Moreover, we can see that, starting in September 2021, the term was
been increasingly searched for online until January 2022, when the graphic is seen attaining
its all-time peak.

The same phenomenon can be observed in Figure 2, with two significant peaks in early
2021 and later a new increase over the months of September 2021 to January 2022. Such
events are mostly due to the increase in global interest from the mainstream public through
events such as Decentraland’s highly anticipated first metaverse festival in October 2021,
and other subsequent events and music collaborations [97].

We also researched queries on Google containing “NFT Podcast”. However, through
the results obtained, we realised that those queries were based on people looking for
podcasts discussing NFTs. We, therefore, decided to exclude these results from the analysis.

We can observe significantly similar trends from those three queries, with a meagre
interest over 2020 and a spike beginning in the first quarter of 2021. We can spot another
peak in September 2021 and an overall all-time high interest on all topics from the end of
2021 until the beginning of 2022, which is consistent with some of the observations made in
research on this topic [62,68].

Moreover, we also considered the countries where those queries took place. For both
“NFT Audio” (Figures 4 and 5) and “NFT sound” (Figure 6), the majority of the searches
came from the same countries, whereas 39 countries have searched for NFT Music in total
with only significant numbers presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 4 only presents countries where a significant number of queries were made
during the same timeframe as previously outlined (January 2020 to January 2022). It
is important to take into account that the data does not provide absolute percentages,
therefore, the higher score presented here by the Philippines does not necessarily show a
higher interest in these terms when compared to more populated countries. According
to the Google trends website: “A higher value means a higher proportion of all queries,
not a higher absolute query count. So a tiny country where 80% of the queries are for
‘bananas’ will get twice the score of a giant country where only 40% of the queries are
for ‘bananas’ [98].

However, there is definitely a high interest in Asian countries, as Figures 4 and 5 both
show a higher number of queries coming from the Philippines, Hong Kong, and Singapore.

Moreover, Figure 5 presents a wider range of countries where queries for NFT music
were spotted over the same time period. Countries range from several continents, from
Asia to North America, Africa, Europe, and Australia. No countries from South America
were high enough in this category to be presented, which could seemingly mean a low
interest in music NFTs from this region so far.

In Figures 4 and 6, we present all countries that searched for the related terms. There
were very few countries from which those queries came, mainly from North America,
the UK, India, and the Philippines, for the “NFT audio” search only. Having established
this first global analysis based on trending research and starting with an analysis of exist-
ing NFT marketplaces, we took indications from several articles ranking the most used
NFT marketplaces [69,70]. We then extended our research to marketplaces specific to
audio NFTs.

Therefore, we ended up categorising a total of 20 NFT-dedicated platforms, of which
15 offer different NFT collections and audio NFTs. The other five do not propose audio
NFTs specifically and have no offer at all or very few audio collectibles (Table 3).
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Table 3. NFT marketplaces under analysis.

Marketplace Origin Offer Type Chain Total Offer Sound Offers Sound Collectibles Offer

Axieinfinity 2018, Vietnam Gaming ETH 667,442 No -

CryptoPunks 2017, Canada Avatar ETH 10,000 No -

Foundation 2021, USA Art ETH 169,401 Yes 2202

Makersplace 2018, USA Art ETH - Yes N.A.

Mintable 2018, USA Diverse ETH 19,990,694 Yes 16,137

NBA Topshot 2019, USA Sports/NBA ETH N.A. No -

NFT showroom 2020, USA Art HIVE 6391 Yes N.A.

Nifty Gateway 2018, USA Art ETH 7644 Yes 478

Opensea 2017, USA Diverse ETH, KLAY, MATIC 30,022,996 Yes 135,277

Rarible 2019, USA Diverse ETH, FLOW, XTZ 405,000 Yes 164

SuperRare 2017, USA Art ETH 30,133 No -

Thetadrop 2021, USA Digital collectibles THETA 40,515 No -

Sound Specialised Origin Offer Type Chain Sound Offer Note

AirNFTs 2021, n.c. Music, more. BNB, FTM, MATIC 255,787 (Total) Not possible to obtain sound number as the
marketplace does not possess sorting filters

EnterAudio 2021, Norway Music BNB 70+ Part of another NFT platform for art
called EnterArt

Illust.space 2020, USA Music, more. ETH N.A. Not possible to obtain sound number as the
marketplace does not possess sorting filters

Loud Market 2021, UK Music, more. LOUD 70+ -

NFTtone 2021, Norway Music, sound effects TE-FOOD N.A. Platform lacks info and does not
work properly

Royal 2021, USA Music, sound effects MATIC,
SOL

1160 tokens based
on 8 music drops -

Soundnfts 2021, USA Music, sound effects ETH 11 Very low offer

TuneGO 2021, USA Music FLOW N.A. Only invited members can see

When defining an audio NFT, we consider any crypto-collectibles that possess sound,
any token containing a music track, audio animation, or sound effects.

We divided Table 3 into two portions, the first showing the marketplaces with a
broader offering, whilst the second section shows the platforms dedicated to audio NFTS.
Both sections present the token codes corresponding to the blockchains they are built on
such as Ethereum (ETH), Flow (FLOW), or Polygon (MATIC). Our first observation is that
the distribution is extensive, and many marketplaces have decided to venture into specific
niches, such as sports NFTs, gaming NFTs, or metaverse NFTs.

Most platforms show transparency in terms of information, with complex transactions,
ownership, bidding history, and detailed profiles of the NFT creators. As it is also visible in
Table 3, Ether (ETH) is the token of choice for many of those observed.

Platforms corresponding to the Ethereum blockchain have been used widely in NFT
marketplaces since 2017 [62]. On the other hand, some marketplaces only propose their
tokens based on closed systems only used on their platforms, citing safety as their primary
concern. However, all platforms provide wallet services for users to conveniently exchange
their cryptocurrencies for tokens.

Moreover, most of the platforms presented here are start-ups created less than five
years ago, such as OpenSea, founded in 2017. It is also worth noting that more than
two-thirds of the platforms were founded in the USA.

Overall, another observation can be made regarding the UX and UI design of some of
the marketplaces, causing difficulties in our research and observations. Some platforms
lack information and filters to select specific NFTs, which cannot be agreeable to consumers.
Such was the case for smaller platforms and music NFT marketplaces.

Another point worth noting is that sound NFT platforms, although scarce, seem to
overlap in terms of the offerings by proposing mainly music or 2D/3D animations with
sound effects. The overall slogans and motivation used by those music marketplaces is
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the possibility for artists to own their music and distribute it directly to their fans, in a
B2C model, without having to recur to traditional labels, an argument also expressed on
other platforms such as SuperRare. According to SuperRare’s website: “The future of the
web belongs to creators. We’ve always believed artists are sovereign actors who should be
able to control their own destiny. By enabling artists to mint custom contracts that reflect
their own unique project themes or artistic brand, we hope many more will take the leap
and become true sovereigns in every sense” [99].

However, NFT music marketplaces propose crypto-collectibles as digital merchandis-
ing tokens, with exclusive photographs of the artist or animated pictures rather than the
songs themselves.

Therefore, we can identify a first opportunity for sound-recording artists to provide
audio content through NFTs, such as experimental music, that would not fit or be accepted
by their traditional labels. Moreover, there is also an opportunity to extend this value to
audio content, such as informative, lifestyle, artistic, or opinion content.

The audio content available on these marketplaces is either entire songs or smaller
audio clips. Thus, there is also an opening for other types of content, without any restric-
tions, such as independent podcasts, where podcasters could directly trade ownership with
their listeners and earn rewards from their content production. On the other hand, consid-
ering that crypto-collectibles attract consumers with their visuals, the possibility to open
space for video podcasts is intriguing, a content type that has attracted more consumers in
recent years [100].

Keeping our focus on the audio marketplaces, we can observe that some of the mu-
sic platforms highlighted during our research ended up being streaming platforms and,
therefore, were not analysed to the same extent. However, it is worth noting that music
streaming platforms such as Audius, Emanate, eMusic, or Opus have shown a growing in-
terest in NFTs, mainly for merchandising purposes. Although, at this time, these platforms
do not provide NFTs for sound distribution and were therefore not considered here.

Moreover, although not presented in the table, another platform worth noticing is
Decentraland. This metaverse organised a metaverse festival in October of 2021, with over
80 artists, including music producer Deadmau5 [97]. Users can acquire all sorts of NFTs,
such as plots and wearables, to participate in these digital events, and other platforms
such as ceek.io aim to do the same. For artists, the emergence of NFTs has meant more
than new ways to distribute their music directly to the public. They are also a way to
market their brands digitally, such as creating related NFT art and collectables sold as
merchandise [101] or organising their events and showcasing projects that might not have
the same demand offline. Moreover, this opens new possibilities for content creators,
who can opt for co-creation systems, allowing followers of their work to participate in
the process, or collaborations with established artists and brands that can benefit from
associating themselves with emerging digital creators.

On that note, an element seemingly crucial for those platforms is intellectual property,
with issues on plagiarism, as well as fraud, as explained by NFT Showroom on their website:
“By creating an NFT with a specified number of editions you are ensuring the scarcity of
your art for your buyers. Once art is tokenized, it is important you do not tokenize the
same creation again as that will negatively affect the value of your artwork and reputation.
We reserve the right to restrict access to NFT Showroom if an artist is caught plagiarizing
or fraudulently issuing multiple tokens of the same creation” [102].

Another side of this issue is also flagrant with recent fraudulent activities that caused
NFT marketplace Cent to shut down its operations temporarily [83].

There is also a clear innovation leadership in audio NFTs from the music industry.
Yet, if we consider sound as something more inclusive of all its forms, we can observe that
NFTs still need to cover other audio formats.

Nevertheless, this interest from the general public has been growing. It was precisely
this relation that we attempted to establish through our exploratory approach, not invali-
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dating what the future can bring, as well as the importance of more studies inclusive of all
forms of sound NFTs.

In sum, space for audio content to grow in the NFT marketplace is more than avail-
able. However, as NFTs’ evolution and value growth are uncertain and depend on how
marketplaces will handle contracts and intellectual property in the future [82], where many
possibilities are foreseeable, and, once again, with digital audio and NFTs, possibilities
are endless.

5. Conclusions

This study attempted to question whether NFTs can be considered a possible avenue
for digital audio communication in the future. The literature review established the evo-
lution of crypto-collectibles in the creative industries to later focus on their application in
the digital audio communication field. We observed some of the NFT marketplaces that in-
clude audio tokens and platforms that only focus on sound crypto-collectibles’ distribution
through our analysis. The concept of value is what is at stake for the future of NFTs, as the
concept of owning a digital token that is available for the world to see is somehow hard to
grasp in a society that is still very attached to material possessions.

We believe this study is one of the few attempts at scientific research specifically focus-
ing on NFTs and digital audio communication. Yet, we understand that our contribution is
innovative and pragmatic in the way our views on the possibility of these two elements
combined are discussed here. The major limitation of this study is the lack of scientific liter-
ature available on the specific topic of NFTs in the creative industries, and more specifically
so for NFTs and audio communications. Therefore, we started by analysing scientific and
academic literature on the broader spectrum of NFTs and crypto-collectibles. We also added
other sources of information, such as reports, non-scientific articles, and so on. Moreover,
finding specific information on NFT marketplaces is no easy task. Many are transparent
about their creation and provenience, but others are hard to trace.

This study contributes to thinking about new opportunities for monetising the different
types of content that result from a growing sound ecosystem. Suppose traditional business
models are undergoing a profound transformation because of our advertising investment
changes. In that case, it is necessary to start thinking about new strategies. This reflection is
all the more critical as we know that platforms challenge creators to earn revenue despite
being essential for discovering new content, such as podcasts. In this context, as is already
happening with the music industry, we believe that NFTs can define a new future in digital
audio communication, yet, the solution is still up for debate in this specific corner of
the industry.

NFTs have the potential to ensure that creators of audio content are more fairly com-
pensated for their work. Until now, it was fairly complex for creators to own rights to their
creations. With NFTs, creators have the possibility of tracking their content distribution.
The compensation can be more direct and fairer since non-fungible token transaction plat-
forms can record ownership with unique metadata. It is also suggested that the actual
challenge in sound NFTs is debated among artists and creators of audio content, as the
ownership and openness of these creators to give up their source of revenue after selling
an NFT would also represent a huge shift in the current business models applied in the
music industry.

We are aware that there is still a lot of cluelessness and fear regarding everything that
is crypto and NFT, and while there are risks, the truth is that not everything is transparent
on current platforms, either. Therefore, this can be at least one first step to be taken.

We also need to further highlight the many challenges that need to be considered
and tackled prior to launching NFTs as a one-stop solution for audio distribution; many
problems will have to be solved, as is the case for all novel technologies, and the technology
itself will also have to be dissected extensively in terms of policy making in order to be
applied to such demanding and diverse industries.
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As such, we believe that in order to create policies and solutions for such technologies,
they need to be explored simply and be accessible to the masses, hence our attainable
approach in this paper.

This topic is timely and relevant, leading us to believe that future research will be
looking at more case studies as new marketplaces are created every day. Moreover, we
recommend that researchers cross our present results with other communication fields or
dive deeper into the consumers’ preparedness and interest in audio crypto-collectibles.
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